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I N T R O D U C T I O N
&

P R O J E C T  G O A L

In a constantly developing and evolving world, equality and the fight against
prejudice are becoming persistently more prevalent and important to people.
However, not everyone is being provided with the right guidance and insight.
People aren’t being given the chance to understand the reality of how people may
be different and why, when in reality they are just like everyone else. 
 
We were given the task to create a product that involved the motive of playing to
learn. With our group and our product (named Learnum), our goal was that we
wanted to exploit this idea of helping people learn about disabilities, understand
what they are, how it feels to experience them and encourage them to develop a
more understanding relationship with them. We wanted our design to help people
with disabilities feel more integrated with society.
It is aimed at younger
children from 5-7 (Fig 2) as
this is the stage of
development where children
are getting more of a grasp
of the world and how it
properly works, but their
minds are still open to
change. We feel that
children learning about and
being able to experience
disabilities themselves
would be the optimal way
to achieve a society with
more equality, empathy, and
understanding of each
other.

Fig 1. Manifestation in Madrid

Fig 2. Kids
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P R O C E S S
S T E P S
When the project started, we

immediately thought about what we

wanted to achieve. In the beginning,
we were discussing ideas out-loud

but we then came up with the idea

to create a mind map (Fig 3)
allowing us to see all of the ideas
written down and their possible
specifications.We saw that we

needed to pay attention to three

main ideas: stimulate learning,
motivate or have an attitude change.
From this, we decided that we have
to come up with a way to affect
socialization and communication.
 

From the mind map, we chose four
ideas and developed them seeing

what we liked and how we would
progress from this (Fig 4). We also
thought of how the final product will
look like as we wanted to do a

physical product rather than an app.
 

In accordance with this, we learned

that only one idea could be

developed that way. Thought
processkept going, now the main
focus is the idea to help people
understand about disabilities and its

communication. When we finished

researching and had our ideas
straight, we started with ideation.
We did this by sketching and

brainstorming at first.
 

We decided then that the best way
to implement our goal was to
introduce it to kindergarten and up
to primary classes (As the kids still
don't have a fully formed vision of
society). Then the teacher will
introduce games where the kids that
face no disabilities can learn about
them with no preconceptions. This
can help them in the following years
not only to those students but also
students who face disabilities to feel
integrated. We adored this concept
as this could help there be no
judgment made and therefore will
help the following generations to
grow as a community. This would be

due to the fact that the whole idea

should help give an insight to
children that having disabilities is
difficult but there are definitely ways
to cope, especially with the help,
support, and cooperation of others.

Fig 3. Mind Map

Fig 4.Development 
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The new challenge found was what
disabilities we wanted to implement.
From this, we found an important
choice; if we wanted to tackle all of
them or focus on a specific one. But
before deciding that, we learned that
the best way to choose was to first
research on all disabilities. When this
was done, we met up and did a

brainstorming session, where we

gathered and categorized all our ideas
in groups. For this, all teammates
received a disability, not only
researching what the disability
consists itself off, but the percentage

of people that suffer it and possible
games to help others understand it.
For a better understanding of the

disabilities we were working with,
some teammates reached out to
professionals to get their input on the

subject.
 

From here on, we met up and on a

whiteboard, we wrote all of the

disabilities and the games we had

chosen for it (Fig 5). We then started

erasing the ones we thought would
be too hard to do or we did not
understand. This helped us narrow
our search, but not enough.
Subsequencially, we talked about each
disability and how it would be

implemented in mainstream schools,
deafness were the most common
disabilities and therefore,in which we  

saw that blindness and  the ones we

decided to work with for the midterm.
 

In consequence, we divided the tasks
to look up information about both of
these disabilities and brainstormed for
ideas (Fig 6). We started discussing

the games that could be applied and

simple enough for children to
understand quickly, learn about the

disability and enjoy the game.
Eventually, we came up with two
games, one for each disability. 
 

There were two facts that we knew
we needed to always make sure we

implemented. That those who do not
suffer disabilities encourage those
who have. By this, implemented in the

game, we mean that the kids who are
not playing the game support the

ones who are and therefore mirror
real-life. Lastly, we had to consider
the “stress” that the child could be

exposed to when playing the game,
as they are doing something they are
not used to. After that, we decided

that it would be best to go to schools
to be able to test our prototype in the

future. Hence we contacted these
schools explaining our idea and if we

would be able to go and see how the

kids act with the games and what
they like and not. As we were going

to be doing user testing, we created

the consent forms and an ERB form.

Fig 5.Discussion of Games Fig 6.Observation
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After we attended and presented at
the pre-midterm demo day, we were
given critical feedback that we

discussed and used to develop our
new vision.
 

The idea we presented, to help others
understand disabilities, was well-
received but created a slight
confusion. Because we had two
games, one for deaf people (Fig.
7&11) and one for blind people (Fig.
8&9&10), it did not look like a whole
idea but more like two separate ones.
We got positive feedback on the

prototype of the twister for blind

people (Fig 9), not only because of
the looks and idea but because it was
made life-size. For Simon says for
deaf people, we got that it was harder
to understand than the twister,
probably due to the prototype as it
was a digital interaction with only the

layout (Fig 11). This led to the public
fill in the rest themselves. The advice
that we got was to either focus on
one game, with different difficulty
levels, different ages or making one

game for more disabilities. 
 

After the pre-midterm demo day and

meetings after that, we decided that
we are keeping the goal of making

others understand disabilities but, we

are only going to focus on one game.
Due to the positive feedback, we

chose the twister. Here on, we are
going to look at how we can make
various difficulties. Something that
could be introduced is re-attachable
shapes.

F E E D B A C K
D E M O  D A Y

Fig 7.App Development

Fig 11.App Development

Fig 8.Making of Game

Fig 9.Twister for the blind

Fig 10.Rendering Page 4



I T E R A T I O N S

We made a game that could change children’s relationship with people with a

disability, in this case blindness. This study states that that ‘prepares them to

become adults who make generative contributions to self, family, community, and 

civil society’. So if we really learn children at a young age that people with
disabilities aren’t that different from them and also can be friends, it will make the

relation between them better for the rest of their lives. 
 

[1] Lerner, R., E. Dowling, and P. Anderson, Positive youth development: Thriving as
the basis of personhood and civil society. Applied Developmental Science, 2003.
7(3): p. 172-180.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

“Games for Blind People.” Games for Blind People. Modifications

and Advice, www.mastersofgames.com/cat/guide/games-for-
blind-people.htm.

 

about games that are successfully played or can be adapted to be

playable by blind people
 

 

TOURETTE

“ASL Services in Camden 360 Translations International-856-
356-2922.” 360 Translation International Inc, 14 Dec. 2018,

360translations.com/games-for-deaf-people/.
 

general information about tourettes
 

“Educating Classmates About Tourette Syndrome.” Tourette
Association of America, tourette.org/resource/educating-

classmates-tourette-syndrome/.
 

educating classmates about tourettes syndrome 

 

Linnell-Olsen, Lisa. “How to Help Kids With Tourette Syndrome at
School.” Verywell Family, Verywell Family, 10 Oct. 2019,

www.verywellfamily.com/help-kids-with-tourettes-at-school-
4123682.

 

how to help kids with tourettes at school

‘Much contemporary developmental theory and research

analyzes the relationship betweenIndividuals and their various

social contexts.  From this perspective,  healthy

developmentInvolves a positive change in the relationship

between youth and their communities; further,  this positive

relationship prepares them to become adults who make

generativecontributions to self, family, community, and  civil

society.’ [1]

REFERENCES FOR RESEARCH
DEAFNESS

“Tips for Communicating with Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing

People.” DisAbilityNavigator, 16 Feb. 2012,
disabilitynavigator.org/article/12329/tips-communicating-

deaf-and-hard-hearing-people%20%20.
 

tips on how to communicate successfully with deaf and hard
hearing people
 

“ASL Services in Camden 360 Translations International-856-
356-2922.” 360 Translation International Inc, 14 Dec. 2018,

360translations.com/games-for-deaf-people/.
 

games for deaf people
 

AUTISM

“ASL Services in Camden 360 Translations International-856-
356-2922.” 360 Translation International Inc, 14 Dec. 2018,

360translations.com/games-for-deaf-people/.
 

Guidelines for adapting games for children with autism
 

“ASL Services in Camden 360 Translations International-856-
356-2922.” 360 Translation International Inc, 14 Dec. 2018,

360translations.com/games-for-deaf-people/.
 

games for people with autism
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P A G E  F O U R |  J O U R N E Y

This product has become a fun way to
educate children. It allows them to
connect with people with disabilities in a

way that makes them understand how
the two different worlds -- people with
and without disabilities -- act and see the

world, while also allowing them to come

closer and create relationships with them.
Starting from the idea of an egg,
including different games, we ended up
with our focus on the twister we all
know, but an alter ego of it (Fig 12).  
 

What the alter ego of the twister does; it
has the same rules. However, it comes
with a twist since we had to change it
into a twister for blind people, and

especially for blind children. So, while
trying not to make it too hard to play
since we are focusing on five to seven-
year-olds, we made it into a 3D twister
that has shapes which are made out of
foam, are squishy, and fun to touch. Each
shape also has its own sound. Since you
have to reach a specific shape and blind

people would not know which one they
reach if they are not told, we added a

sound to each shape that announces the

name of it so it would make it easy for
them. Another twist is that the spinner
that usually looks like a clock and shows
which body part and shape you have to
reach, now it becomes an electronic
button that you can press once, and it
chooses the shape and the body part
randomly for each turn. This game is
made for children to play together, blind

or not, so the not blind ones only need to
wear a blindfold. This will make them
understand how a blind person faces
everything while not having the ability to
see.  
 

OVERALL RESULTS
So overall, what we have right now
is a game that will make all children
create fun memories while playing

and learning at the same time. It
will also create awareness and

bring people closer despite their
different abilities and disabilities.

Our initial goal was that we wanted

to help develop people’s knowledge

on disabilities and help them
understand what they are. We

were able to achieve this through
the game which allowed the

children to understand how visual
impairment affects people’s lives,
how they develop their own ways
of adapting to live without vision
but also how it encouraged support
from others who may not be

visionless. This experience allowed

us to also achieve the other two
parts of our goal which were that
we wanted the children to
experience it which would help
them understand it which also
helped us exploit our desire to help
them develop a more
understanding relationship with
visual impairment.

CONCLUSION
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In the beginning, ideas were being said but I did not see me doing them for a whole
semester. When an idea was chosen, we all did our different approaches towards it.
Each one thought of something and then discussed it, each of us adding little things to
complete the idea. After that, we divided the four main topics that we wanted to focus
on; blindness, deafness, Tourette and autism. I lead a research about blindness and

games that could be played with that disability. 
 

Something that could have one better was when we decided that we wanted to include

multiple disabilities in our product. This made us lose time as we had to research all of
them and think about games that could be done with it. I learned from this that when
doing something with a broad spectrum, I have to tackle things one by one to really
understand and have a favorable insight on the topic. 
 

We divided the work we wanted to do and I also talked with the team about what we

all wanted to improve. I, for example, wanted to improve on my graphic design and

work with programs such as Photoshop and InDesign. I’ve done this by doing some of
the online prototypes and the posters for the midterm demo day. The online prorotype

was an app we used for one of the games (Fig 13). I have also done the report
structure and how it looks in InDesign. 
 

Due to the coronavirus outbreak, my team was not able to do user testing. We had

everything planned out and even talked with schools so they could let us go. I was
saddened when I realized we couldn’t do it anymore as I really wanted to improve on
my user testing skills after the class of User-centered Design.
 

As I usually take the leader approach at groups, I tried to back away and let everyone

do their thing. I learned later on that this was a good idea, for example, one of the first
weeks, everyone was assigned a different disability to research on. After a week, we 

 

REFLECTION Nidia Bejar

met up and talked about it and everyone had a clear
vision of what they had to do. This brought me peace,
one of my goals was that I did not want to take the

reins and seeing how well my teammates and I

worked together really helped me. I also learned that
structured meetings work best than just sitting

together and talking.I think that a good designer is
one with the team, meaning no one has more voice
than another, so for me, this is a step closer to
becoming a better designer.

Page 7
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and working in a team, it was easier for me to follow and to work on this project. The

biggest challenge was that we only had general guidance and a general theme, so we

had to start from scratch, thinking of where to focus on, the problem, or the situation
we wanted to fix or make better, our target group, etc. This challenged me a lot as a
designer and as a person, but it also helped me think outside the box and be more
creative since I had the freedom to choose whichever direction I desired. Choosing a

product that included different categories, and in our case, different disabilities and

different games, was something that wasted our time since we had to search for
different situations and to do multiple user tests. However, we learned that focusing on
one game would help us a lot go more into depth, and it would also help us have
better results.
 

For this project, I had as a goal to focus on the technological part since I wanted those
specific skills. However, that was impossible after the situation we faced with the

university closing because of the pandemic and me going back to my country. So, I was
back on focusing on the graphic designing part. This was another challenge that we had

to face since we have been working online for one month now, and it has been harder
than we thought. However, we already had our prototype halfway ready before
leaving, so, with a lot of team-work, we were back on track. This also made me work
harder as an individual, and it also helped me become a more independent designer
since I have been working for home; it is harder to get help from others. The good part
was that I had plenty of time, and I was able to develop my graphic designing skills in
ways that I did not have time doing while going to university. 
 

During the weekly meetings, I feel like I have learned a lot for my teammates, I have
learned a lot more than I expected, and it also brought us closer as a team. We all had

our roles, and we appreciated each other's opinions. There were no fights, and

everything was still is going smoothly. I am glad I am included in this team, and I think
that working with these people made me even better as a designer and as a person,
since I also learned a lot from them, even gained more skills. I hope we can continue

like this until the end.

REFLECTION Lida Aristodimou

Project 1 has been a big challenge for me during these past
two months, not only with developing my designing and

technical skills but also with using and improving all the

skills I have been learning this year.
At first, I was kind of disappointed, since I knew all my
teammates from the past course from idea to design, and I

thought Project 1 would give me the chance to work with
other people. However, I realized that knowing my
teammates and having one of my closest friends also
working with me was something that made everything

more comfortable, and it also won us time since we

skipped the whole introduction part.
 

With already having experience with creating a product 
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In the first half of this project, I had tasks assigned to do. At the start, we worked more
as a group and brainstormed a lot of ideas. After that, we divided the tasks concerning

our four main targets; blindness, deafness, Tourette and autism. I started to investigate
about games that could be played with deaf people. I came up with a few ideas but
we eventually settled on a version of Simon says Nidia came up with. After that, I

worked together with Veerle and Jilez for the twister prototype. I mainly worked on
the ‘spinning board’ and after some time changed it to a button that I later rendered.
 

From these experiences, I learned that structured meetings work best than just sitting

together and talking. I really liked that we met every week to discuss what everyone

has done and, after that, divide tasks again. This did become more difficult when the

corona crisis came around the corner. We now had to really divide tasks to individuals
as we couldn’t work together in real life anymore. This also meant that we wouldn’t be

able to complete the user tests we had planned on primary schools anymore.
 

Due to this, it changed my goals for this course. My goal, at first, was to get more
experience with user testing and analyzing those tests, but because we can’t do them
anymore I changed it to become better at graphic design, in 3D renders and video
editing. I think I’m already pretty competent at graphic work, like making posters and

such, but I lack a bit of skill in video editing and graphic prototypes (3D rendering).
 

For this project, I really believe that the video is the best option to show our prototypes
and ideas as the views will not be able to see it in real life. The thing that keeps me

going is that I really like our idea, and I believe we can really make children understand

what people with a disability feel in a fun way. My goal for after the midterm is to
improve the prototype that we have now and really make it into something that could
be a product. Furthermore, if we have time left even think of more games for other
disabilities to teach to children.
 

REFLECTION Bart A.W Arts
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REFLECTION

 

critique, allowing my ideas to be developed and built on and I stayed open to other
ideas and to people explaining why their ideas would be good. This has been a

consistently good element throughout our project and allowed me to speak up when I

had ideas but also understand what people’s perspectives were on everything. The end

of the quartile became kind of messy and disorganized because of the virus situation. I
wasn’t able to do much due to equipment people had and where everyone was based.
However, next time, when having to make a poster, I aim to do this with another team
member, I plan to communicate well on which part of the poster each of us will do to
have maximum work efficiency. I lacked communication at times causing me to be a bit
slow on what was going on, but eventually I caught onto this and made sure I knew
what was going on in our group chat and made notes on things I needed to remember.
This then made sure I wasn’t delaying our group due to miscommunication on my part.
 

What drives me in this project is that we have an idea I am very happy with. It has the

right aim as well as requires the right level or creativity. I am also very happy with my
group as we work well together, because we don’t consist of too many dominant
figures as to create disputes. Furthermore, we also get along well socially and are also
able to have plenty of fun during the work, and this also causes us to not want to let
each other down. Personally, I also always want to strive towards high grades and

never aim to just be sufficient. This work ethic is always a strong drive with any work.
 

My goal, carrying on from this half of the project, is to always stay on top of what is
happening within my group, stay on task and keep track of everything going on. To do
this, I want to note all my tasks in my planner and read all the messages from our
group chat daily.

Jilez K Aelbers

As a whole, Project 1 so far has gone moderately
well. I have worked with 3 out of the other 4
members or the group before during From Idea

to Design. Therefore, we know each other fairly
well, knowing each other’s strengths and

weaknesses. The only new member was Nidia
and she seemed to fit in well with our group
knowing one member already. So far, we have
done quite well at letting each other share their
thoughts and ideas. This is something I find very
essential when working in groups and I have
done this so far. It allows no ideas to be hidden
and increases our likelihood of finding the best
ideas we have.
 

At the start we did Ideation and we took plenty
of time to work through that. Coming up with
the best idea was important. I wasn’t afraid of

Page 10
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My role in the team was the making of the prototype of twister, doing research to Gilles
de la Tourette and contacting organizations. I have contacted foundations for people
with disabilities, Gilles de la Tourette and autisme. 
 

By making the prototype of twister I have learned a lot. At first, starting with thinking

about how to sew all parts together and what materials I could use. After this I learned

the technical part (using a lock machine and a sewing machine) by making small
prototypes, visible in figures 18, 19 & 20. During the process of making the prototype

it became clear that I could not use the same technique for the circle as for the other
shapes. By the other shapes I sewed the corners on 90 degrees so that the outer shape

became the same size as the inner. I could not use this technique for the circles,
because there are no corners. I have solved this by using the technique of ruffling the

outer side of the cloth. This way the outer circle became the same size as the inner
circle. When the prototype was finished I came up with a few other ideas to test. These
are instead of shapes different reliefs or different materials. The outcome of the test I
performed with the prototype is that there are improvements possibilities in the size
and thickness of the shapes. It became clear that the circles and squares are too large, it
is too hard to feel the difference between the two. The rectangle and triangle are good
in shape and size. Also there can be an improvement in the thickness of the foam, by
making it thinner.
 

REFLECTION Veerle M van den Abeele

Fig 20.

Fig 18. Fig 19.

Fig 21. Final Step, sewing everything together

 

Furthermore, I have learned a lot about Gilles de la
Tourette by the answers that I got on my email to
‘Stichting Gilles de la Tourette’ and researches. I have
also learned the practice of analysing different
answers. I have also contacted the foundation of
autism but did not get a response that was helpful. I
have learned sign language, signs and the grammar
rules. I have learned this to make videos for the

Simons Says game. In the next quartile I want to
implement sound in the prototype and creating a

possible user test.

Fig 22.


